








BUZ News with thanks to Jack Little for several of the items.

Early No.1 Sets  First, two identical sets seen on Ebay.
The parts are in an envelope within a box, and both are shown
above.  The  small  parts  are  in  2  small  packets  labelled

'Accessories  Set  No.1'.  The parts  are  the
same as in the No.1 below except that none are painted and
all look to be nickelled. One of the sets contained a manual
with a cover design like the lid label of the set below, and a
leaflet in the other advertised the BUZ BUILDER CLUB.

Below  one  of  Jack's  sets  which  may  have  followed  the
'nickel' No.1's, and has the same number of parts. (the white
square at bottom right on the lid has 'Set No. 1 contains 80
parts' in it). The parts that can be seen match those given on

p3/4  of  MCS/NZ (when  the  parts  were  lettered  rather  than
numbered) and correspond to the contents of Sets 0 & 1 in the
later No.9 manual described in 19/541. Later still, by the time
of the manual shown top left on 19/542, a 5*5h Flanged Plate
had been added to the No.1.

The most  noticeable  difference between the  parts  in  the
present set and later ones is that the Strips are blue instead of
green, and the 4x 1" Pulleys are brass. The only bright parts
are the Hook & Span'driver. The box for the small parts, Axles,
A/Bs,  etc  is  missing  but  may  have  been  white  with  red
lettering.  The Set  Contents  gives  18 N&B for  the No.1 and
they seem to have been used to hold the parts to the backing
card.

A No.5 with blue Strips & A/Gs, said to date from 1956,
was sold on Ebay several years ago. It had a similar lid label
to the one in Fig.3 and a 20 page manual  with a matching
cover. Of the few other parts visible the 5*5h Flanged Plates,
2" Pulleys (with black Tyres), & Flat Trunnions were red; and a
1*5*1 DAS, a 1" Pulley, & a jumble of small parts had a bright
finish. A sheet about joining the Buz Club was with the Set.

Flexible  Plates  Two  other  Ebay  offerings  are  worth
mentioning. One shows 4 red plastic Flexible Plates, perhaps
those  from  the  1960s  mentioned  in  19/541.  They  are  3*5,

3*11, 5*5, & 5*11h and only the 3*11h has a centre hole. The
only slotted holes are at the ends of the 5*11h size. From the
same seller 3 sizes, 3*5, 3*11, & 5*5h, of BUZ Flexible Plates
said to be made of 'grey fibre with a red coating'. They have
no centre or  slotted  holes.  The photos  show some of  each

size red and some blue-grey. Were these
were the original BUZ Flexible Plates?

BUZ Motors  Most common by far is the
4-8  volt  Motor  with  metal  sideplates  as
illustrated in 19/541. But one example seen
on  Ebay  had  sideplates  made  of  light
brown   'thick  cardboard'  –  perhaps
fibreboard  would  be  a  more  felicitous
description.  It was  in  a  No.9  set  in  a
wooden  box,  with,  probably,  2  layers  of
parts. The lid was missing but the manual
cover was as Fig.3. 

Jack  sent  photos  of  two  earlier
types of motor, see Figs.4 & 6 below. As can be seen

some standard parts are used in both of them. In Fig.4 the
small  words  on  the  box are  'A  BUZZA  PRODUCT |  Made in
Australia | 4-8 Volt | DRY or WET BATTERY| AC – DC'. The box

shows a formed 'bridge'  across the top of the coils but it  is
replaced  by  a  Curved Strip  in  the  actual  Motor.  Two such
Motors were used in the model shown in 19/541.  The rather
battered Motor below was offered on Ebay and has the formed
strip between the coils. Also the shaft runs in ordinary rather
than Flat Trunnions, and the base is noticeably diff-erent with
4*3 holes at a pitch of 1” in the flanges (the left end hole at the
front  has  been
squashed  and
bent  under).  In
side  views  the
brushes  look
similar  to  the
TRIX  pattern
and  so  may
possibly  have
been
replacements. 

The  final
Motor,  right,
has  a  coil
across  the  top
between  the
formed side pieces, & the base looks as if it might
be moulded plastic.
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